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Monday, February 9, 2015 187aat the single-molecule level. Our results suggest that G6pDH stochastically
fluctuates between active—inactive states, favoring the active state upon
closure of the tweezers. Our discovery may represent a general approach for
refining nanodevices for advanced applications.
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Cholesterol, a lipid molecule found ubiquitously in eukaryotic cells, plays a
vital role in the integrity, dynamics, and trafficking of the lipid membrane, in
addition to influencing many transmembrane proteins. However, the function-
ality of membrane cholesterol is far from clear, largely due to an inability to
manipulate membrane cholesterol with high spatiotemporal precision. Popular
tools like statins or methyl-b-cyclodextrin (MbCD) only lead to chronic and in-
discriminative cholesterol reduction. Moreover, there is no selective approach
to increase membrane cholesterol. Our recent work involving carbon nanoma-
terials provided an unexpected answer. Graphene, a one-atom thick carbon
crystal, has been explored for biomedical applications because of its remark-
able chemical and physical properties. Using in vitro and in vivo measure-
ments, we have found that graphene selectively interacts with cholesterol.
This enriches cholesterol at the plasma membrane, and thus enhances mem-
brane lipid phase order, likely promoting the formation of cholesterol-rich lipid
membrane nanodomains. Neurons grown on graphene exhibited presynaptic
potentiation, specifically caused by a larger pool of releasable vesicles and
an increase of fast recycling. By addition or depletion of membrane cholesterol,
we found that the graphene-induced presynaptic enrichment of membrane
cholesterol is necessary and sufficient to promote potentiation. In non-
neuronal cells, graphene significantly elevates ATP-induced intracellular
Ca2þ-signaling by promoting the activation of P2Y receptors, a group of
GPCRs which are selectively responsive to extracellular ATP. Furthermore,
we found that graphene enhances P2Y receptor signaling on the timescale of
seconds, as rapidly as its effect on membrane packing. This then reveals an
intriguing interaction between graphene and cholesterol, and its impact on
plasma membrane structure, trafficking, and transmembrane proteins. Given
the current challenges in manipulating membrane cholesterol, this graphene-
cholesterol interaction will accelerate studies of membrane cholesterol function
and broaden the biological application of carbon nanomaterials.
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Regulated and selective transport of biomolecules across biological membranes
is mediated by transporter proteins. These are essential in physiological
processes ranging from electrical signaling in the nervous system to secretion
of hormones and maintenance of electrochemical gradients. Though trans-
porters are extensively studied, there are currently no techniques available
to investigate their function at the single molecule level. We have developed
a fluorescence-based assay to monitor thousands of individual nanoscale
proteoliposomes in parallel by immobilizing them on functionalized glass sur-
faces (1-5).
We recently extended this assay to allow real-time observation of substrate
translocation mediated by single transporters reconstituted into liposomes.
Here we present the development of the assay including characterization and
optimization of the most critical system components including: minimization
of leakage, in situ real-time calibration of absolute transport rates and increase
of photostability for long term recordings (~40min). We also present high-
resolution single molecule activity recordings of the transporter protein, Arabi-
dopsis thaliana Hþ-ATPase (AHA2).References:
1. Mathiasen et al., Nature Methods. (2014) 11:931-34
2. Christensen. et al. Nat Nanotechnol. (2012) 7:51-5
3. Hatzakis. et al. Nat. Chem. Biol. (2009) 5:835-41
4. Bendix. et al. PNAS. (2009) 106:12341-6
5. Kunding. et al. Biophys J. (2008) 95:1176-88
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Genes in early fly development are expressed with astonishing precision,
despite the molecular noise intrinsic to all biochemical reactions. In an attempt
to understand the regulatory mechanisms in this system, I will discuss the
nature of hunchback mRNA expression based on analysis of live imaging ex-
periments. Inspired by fly development, I will then discuss trade-offs that gene
regulatory circuits have to face in order to precisely respond to signals in the
presence of molecular noise.
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Previous studies showed that during mitosis chromatin filaments are folded into
multilayer plates (1). These structures can be self-assembled from chromatin
fragments obtained by micrococcal nuclease digestion of metaphase chromo-
somes (2). Chromosomes of different animal and plant species show great dif-
ferences in size (which are dependent on the amount of DNA that they contain),
but in all cases chromosomes are elongated cylinders that have relatively
similar shape proportions (the length to diameter ratio is approximately 13).
It is possible to explain this morphology by considering that chromosomes
are self-organizing supramolecular structures formed by stacked layers of
planar chromatin having different nucleosome-nucleosome interaction energies
in different regions (3). The nucleosomes in the periphery of the chromosome
are less stabilized by the attractive interactions with other nucleosomes and this
generates a surface potential that destabilizes the structure. Chromosomes are
smooth cylinders because this morphology has a lower surface energy than
structures having irregular surfaces. The symmetry breaking produced by the
different values of the surface energies in the telomeres and in the lateral sur-
face explains the elongated structure of the chromosomes. The results obtained
by other authors in nanomechanical studies of chromatin and chromosome
stretching have been used to test the proposed supramolecular structure. It is
demonstrated quantitatively that internucleosome interactions between chro-
matin layers can justify the work required for elastic chromosome stretching.
Chromosomes can be considered as hydrogels with a lamellar liquid crystal
organization. The good mechanical properties of this structure may be useful
for the maintenance of chromosome integrity during mitosis. Furthermore
this chromatin organization avoids random entanglement of the extremely
long genomic DNA molecules in chromosomes.
(1) Daban (2011) Micron 42:733-750.
(2) Milla and Daban (2012) Biophys J 103:567-575.
(3) Daban (2014) J. R. Soc. Interface 11:20131043.
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Human cells contain DNA alkyltransferases that protect genomic integrity
under normal conditions but also defend tumor cells against chemotherapeutic
alkylating agents. Here we explore how structural features of the DNA
substrate affect the binding and repair activities of the human O6-alkylgua-
nine-DNA alkyltransferase (AGT). In vitro, cooperative binding results in
all-or-nothing association on short templates. A requirement for contact with
4 DNA base-pairs results in oscillation of average binding site size Sapp and
cooperativity factor w with template length. Models in which protein
molecules overlap along the DNA contour predict that protein-protein contacts
will be optimal when the DNA is torsionally relaxed. Supporting this predic-
tion, topoisomerase assays show that AGT binding is accompanied by a
188a Monday, February 9, 2015small-but-measurable net unwinding (~7 deg/protein). A torsional free energy
model couples this unwinding to observed limits in cooperative cluster size.
These results predict that AGT will partition in favor of torsionally-relaxed,
relatively protein-free DNA structures like those near replication forks.
AGT binds O6-methylG-C and O6-methylG-T lesions with a specificity ratio
(KS/KN) far too low for efficient lesion search. This suggests that other factors
are needed to direct AGT to lesion sites. Recently we have found that AGT
binds the human MutSbeta homologue and PCNA proteins. We propose
that these proteins target AGT to sites of mismatch repair (including those
containing O6-methylG-T pairs) and to sites near the replication fork,
where O6-methylG lesions may be repaired before their potential for muta-
genesis can take effect. This work was supported by NIH grant GM070662
to MGF.
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Upon infection by bacteriophage l the l repressor protein, CI, interacts
with the l operator DNA, thereby regulating protein expression and deciding
between the lysogenic and lytic state. This l switch is a model on the basis
of which epigenetic switch regulation is understood. In order to study the
interaction between naturally supercoiled DNA and the DNA associating
protein CI, we invented a novel assay where supercoiled circular DNA plas-
mids were individually tethered by peptide nucleic acid (PNA) handles [1].
We used this tethered plasmid assay for a single molecule investigation
of the dynamics of supercoiled DNA and studied both the dynamics of the
molecule itself and its interactions with the regulatory CI protein. The dy-
namics of the construct was analyzed by tracking the tethered bead. This
revealed that compared with relaxed DNA, the presence of supercoils
greatly enhances juxtaposition probability [2]. When CI was added to the
supercoiled assay, the protein would attach to the operator sites thereby loop-
ing DNA. Our studies reveal that the efficiency and cooperativity of the epige-
netic l switch are significantly increased in the supercoiled system compared
with a linear assay, thus increasing the Hill coefficient [2,3]. In contrast to
other single molecule assays, the current methodology allows for studying
DNA dynamics and DNA-protein interactions of DNA in its naturally super-
coiled state.
[1] K. Norregaard, M. Andersson, P.E. Nielsen, S. Brown, L.B. Oddershede,
Nature Protocols vol. 9 p.2206 (2014).
[2] K. Norregaard, M. Andersson, K. Sneppen, P.E. Nielsen, S. Brown, L.B.
Oddershede, PNAS vol. 110 p. 17386 (2013).
[3] K. Norregaard, M. Andersson, K. Sneppen, P.E. Nielsen, S. Brown, L.B.
Oddershede, Bacteriophage vol. 4 p. e27517-(1-5) (2014).Symposium: Mechanisms of Actin Filament
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Cells are able to sense and adapt to their physical environment, translating me-
chanical inputs into chemical outcomes. The molecular basis for this fasci-
nating property, referred to as ‘‘mechanotransduction’’, remains largely
unexplored. The actin cytoskeleton, which generates and transmits forces
throughout the cell, is certainly a key player in this process. Here, I will focus
on the situation where tension is applied to actin filaments that are interacting
with formins at their barbed ends. In cells, formins are typically anchored to a
substrate and thus undergo a mechanical force as the filament is put under ten-
sion. We have studied this situation in vitro, by manipulating individual fila-
ments with a microfluidic flow, as they are nucleated and elongated by
formin mDia1 anchored to the bottom of the microchamber. I will show how
filament tension in the picoNewton range modulates the elongation rate of
the actin filament, the processivity of the formin and its competition with other
end-binding proteins. Quantitatively probing these mechanical properties also
provides an interesting angle to test molecular models of formin-assisted fila-
ment elongation.946-Symp
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Arp2/3 complex nucleates branched actin filaments responsible for powering
diverse cellular processes, including cellular motility and endocytosis.
WASP-mediated activation of Arp2/3 complex requires preformed filaments,
ensuring that nucleation and branching are coupled, but leading to the biochem-
ical consequence that branched network assembly cannot be initiated without a
preformed seed filament. We recently discovered a class of Arp2/3 complex ac-
tivators, the WISH/DIP/SPIN90 (WDS) proteins, that activate Arp2/3 complex
without preformed filaments. WDS proteins have several sequence features
distinct from WASP proteins, making their mechanism of activation unclear.
In addition it is unknown if linear filaments produced by WDS-activated
Arp2/3 complex can seed assembly of branched actin networks. Here we use
single molecule TIRF microscopy to determine the mechanism of Dip1, a
WDS protein from fission yeast. We directly demonstrate that linear filaments
nucleated by Dip1 and Arp2/3 complex are substrates for branching by WASP-
bound Arp2/3 complex. Dip1 remains bound to Arp2/3 complex at the pointed
ends of the linear filaments it nucleates for hundreds of seconds, unlike WASP
proteins, which are released before nucleation. Using engineered cysteine
crosslinking, we show that a structural change in the complex that brings
Arp2 and Arp3 into a filament-like (short pitch) conformation bypasses the
need for Wsp1 but not actin filaments in activation. Therefore, we propose
a model in which a step-wise set of conformational changes activate Arp2/3
complex. This model explains both how Dip1 bypasses the need for preformed
actin filaments and why Wsp1 requires them, thereby providing important
new insights into the molecular regulation of the assembly of actin filament
networks.
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Spire (Spir) and Cappuccino (Capu) are both actin nucleators, which are essen-
tial for Drosophila oogenesis. Despite similar biochemical activities, Spir and
Capu are not redundant: mutations in either gene cause the same phenotypes,
including loss of an actin mesh throughout the oocyte, mislocalization of polar-
ity determinants and female sterility. Why are two actin nucleators required?
To address this question we study how Spir and Capu nucleate independently
and together.
Capu is a formin. Like other formins, it uses conserved FH1 and FH2 domains
for nucleation and processive elongation. Capu does not have a DAD domain. It
nevertheless uses its similarly-positioned tail in nucleation and autoinhibition,
like other formins. Further, the Capu-tail enhances processivity. Our work in-
dicates that this is a conserved function of formin tails.
Spir is a WH2-nucleator. The last two WH2 domains (of four) and their linker
are sufficient to nucleate (C3D). Interestingly, when these WH2 domains are
reversed (D3C) nucleation activity is lost. C3D binds two actin monomers
with positive cooperativity. In contrast, D3C binds actin with negative cooper-
ativity - it binds only one actin monomer. A similar construct with Linker 3
mutated (C(gs)5D) also binds only one actin monomer. Thus domain order
and Linker 3 are necessary for cooperative binding.
Direct interaction between Spire and Capu is essential for actin mesh forma-
tion, subsequent oogenesis and fertility. New data indicate that actin binding
but not necessarily nucleation by Spir is necessary during oogenesis. Com-
bined, these point to a role for Spire as a Capu activator. Indeed, in bulk in vitro
assays, Spir stimulates Capu’s actin assembly activity in the presence of
capping protein and profilin, conditions under which Spir alone does not pro-
mote filament formation. We continue to study this interaction in vivo and
in vitro.
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Leiomodin (Lmod) is related to tropomodulin (Tmod), and the two proteins
have similar localization in striated muscle, i.e. near the M-line, in association
with the pointed end of the actin filaments. However, in vitro the two proteins
have fundamentally different activities: Lmod is a powerful actin filament
nucleator, whereas Tmod caps the pointed end. Originally, it was assumed
